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Abstract 
 

As a society, we are currently in an environmental crisis, a moment in which 

economic decarbonization and a neat energy transition to sustainable sources are 

urged. Thus, a global and systemic view of the problems that affect us and the 

possibilities for addressing them is needed.  In the context of energy, the utilization 

of geographic information systems presents an opportunity to conduct macro-level 

analyses of territories, thereby generating valuable information that can facilitate 

informed decision-making by private investors, governments, international 

organizations, and other stakeholders. This, in turn, can promote the 

aforementioned energy transition. This master's thesis project uses QGIS and 

WAsP software as the main tools, supported by GRASS GIS and Python, to 

estimate how much onshore wind (OW) and solar photovoltaic (SPV) potential 

exists in the northernmost region of South America, La Guajira. This technical 

potential is calculated following a spatial energy planning strategy in which the 

maximum theoretical potential for both energy sources is constrained by land 

availability, environmentally protected spaces, climate factors, safety reasons, and 

technology efficiencies. 
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1. Introduction 

The necessity for a quick and thorough energy transition has become critical in an 
era characterized by accelerated climate change [1][2] and rising concerns over the 
sustainability of traditional energy sources. In order to mitigate the negative effects on the 
environment, reduce carbon footprints, and promote sustainable development while 
incorporating decarbonization, circular economy principles, energy efficiency, and the 
broader paradigm of sustainability, it is crucial to investigate alternative energy solutions. 

The growing carbon footprint due to the burning of fossil fuels has been one of the 
main causes of global climate change [3]. Extreme weather events, sea level rise, and 
the emission of greenhouse gases like carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) into the 
atmosphere have all occurred at previously unheard-of rates [4][5]. The international 
community has acknowledged the significance of moving toward renewable energy 
sources that can significantly cut or eliminate carbon emissions, presenting a workable 
strategy to battle climate change [6][7].  

This project will consider onshore wind and solar photovoltaic energy, employing 
a methodology [8] to locate available areas to harvest these resources in La Guajira, 
Colombia. Subsequently, specific wind turbine and photovoltaic panel characteristics will 
be included in an estimation of energy technical potential, in accordance with the 
definition in [9]. The project’s methodology for assessing these potentials is based on a 
spatial energy planning approach, using the geographical information system software 
QGIS, with its built-in Python console and code editor, and the software WAsP, for wind 
resource calculation. 

As stated previously, many environmental reasons validate the importance of 
renewable energy projects. Additionally, to the climate change mitigation effect, these 
projects create energy independence and security. For example, approximately 70% is 
the share of fossil fuels in both Europe's (2020) and Colombia’s (2021) total energy supply 
[10][11]. Concerning the installed power generation capacity, Colombia is very fossil-fuel-
independent since 68% of total electricity comes from hydroelectric plants [12]. This is 
positive as it reduces the country's total carbon footprint, but it also makes the nation 
highly weather-dependent and threatens the availability of water resources. 

According to the World Bank, in the past two decades, water availability in the 
country has decreased due to demographic growth and climate change, with one third of 
the total population under water stress [13]. This only emphasizes the importance of 
diversifying the national energy mix by increasing participation in renewables such as 
onshore wind and solar photovoltaic, enhancing energy security, and reducing 
vulnerability to geopolitical risks and price fluctuations associated with fossil fuel markets 
[14][15]. 



 

1.1. Objective of the study 

The main objective of this master's thesis is to estimate, using QGIS and WAsP, 
the technical potential of Onshore Wind (OW) and Solar Photovoltaic (SPV) energy for 
the northernmost state of Colombia, La Guajira. The definition of technical potential [9] 
will be explained in section 3.1, for both onshore wind and solar photovoltaic.  

The estimation of the above-mentioned technical potential will be carried out 
considering the 670 W solar panels found in [16] and the Nordex N149/4.0-4.5 wind 
turbine found in [17]. Concerning onshore wind, the software WAsP will be used to obtain 
resource grids for Annual Energy Production, Power Density and Wind Speed. These will, 
in turn, be employed to obtain an estimation, using QGIS, of how much energy can be 
generated with the specific technology in the available area found.  

As for the solar PV, integrated QGIS and GRASS processing functions will be used 
to process the input raster and vector layers to obtain daily solar irradiation information, 
iterating and reaching a yearly average value. In the same manner to onshore wind, this 
energy potential information must be reduced by only considering the available area and 
the technical constraint of the selected photovoltaic panel. 

This thesis follows a top-down approach for the potential estimation process, 
described in [9]. The methodology starts with the theoretical potential (the ideal, least 
constrained maximum resource) and works its way down to the feasible potential (within 
the boundaries of geography, technology, economics, and sociopolitical constraints). To 
put it another way, the top-down approach, represented in Figure 1.1, determines how 
much energy can be generated by considering resource constraints like available space 
and environmental factors. In contrast, the bottom-up approach employs a design 
strategy that calls for the system to be able to generate energy equal to the desired load 
consumption. 

 
Figure 1.1: Top-Down approach representation. 



 

1.2. Current state of case study region 

As previously mentioned, the case study region of the thesis is Colombia. The 
country has a surface area of 1.109.500 km² and a population of around 50 million, 
making it the second biggest Spanish speaking country in the world after Mexico [18]. 
The country is one of the most biodiverse in the world [19], having access to the Atlantic 
Ocean in the north and to the Pacific on the west coast. 

 
Figure 1.2: Geographical location of La Guajira. 

Source: Self-made 

In the southern part of the country, the Andes mountains (the longest continental 
mountain range in the world) divide into three, covering more than one third of the 
country’s area [20]. This geography blesses the country with deserts, jungles, glaciers, 

abundant water, fertile soil, and biodiversity. The department of La Guajira is the 
northernmost region in Colombia and South America, and its location in the world can be 
seen in Figure 1.2. The region lies between the latitudes of 12° 27' 30.6648'' North and 
10° 24' 0'' North, as well as the longitudes of 73° 39' 51.696'' West and 71° 6' 48.744'' 
West.  



 

 
Figure 1.3: Political division and topography of La Guajira.[21][22] 

This region is one of the 32 departments of Colombia and, according to the DANE 
(National Administrative Department of Statistics), has a surface area of 20.848 km² and 
a population of 880.560, as of 2018. Politically, the department is subdivided into 12 
municipalities. This division can be seen in Figure 1.3. In Figure 1.4, the total population 
(2018) distribution between urban and rural can be observed for each municipality. The 
municipalities of Riohacha and Maicao each have a homonymous city, with the first being 
Guajira’s capital urban center. Uribia has the highest Rural concentration due to the 

presence of Colombia’s largest indigenous community, the Wayuu [23]. 

 
Figure 1.4: Urban and rural population distribution in La Guajira.[24] 



 

In addition, the region has a maximum altitude exceeding 5400 meters above sea 
level, an average altitude of 300 meters, and a coastline of approximately 480 kilometers 
[25]. Guajira's residents rely on a wide range of economic activities, from fishing and 
agriculture to mining and tourism, to briefly define the region's socioeconomic fabric. In 
2021, with 66.3% of its inhabitants, La Guajira was the department in Colombia with the 
highest prevalence of multidimensional poverty [26].  

Riohacha, the departmental capital, recorded the highest unemployment rate in 
the country in April 2021, at 22.7%. The informal sector employs almost two-thirds of the 
population [27]. This poverty contrasts with the abundant natural resources present in the 
rest of the country and, especially, with the fact that La Guajira is considered the country’s 

department with the biggest potential for clean energy generation, as stated by the 
country’s Ministry of Environment and Development and the President of Colombia 

[28][29]. 

According to the IDEAM (Colombia’s Institute of Hydrology, Meteorology, and 

Environmental Studies), wind speed in La Guajira is twice the world average, reaching 9 
m/s at 80 meters above sea level, while solar radiation in that department is 60% higher 
than the world average [30]. As shown in Figure 1.5, however, the country's total energy 
supply is dominated by fossil fuels, with only 17% coming from renewable sources. The 
remaining energy demand is met by oil, gas, and carbon. 
 

 
Figure 1.5: Total Energy Supply in Colombia 2019.[32] 

 In contrast, electricity generation derives approximately 70% of the total installed 
capacity in 2021 (17.3 GW) [31] from hydropower, generating electricity from a renewable 
energy source. Approximately 30% of the nation's energy capacity is still derived from 
fossil fuels, while the remaining 0.2% is comprised of solar, wind, and bioenergy. The 
previous description is displayed in Figure 1.6. 



 

 
Figure 1.6. Electricity Generation by Source in Colombia 2019 [33] 

As a matter of fact, the Colombian government has sought to further exploit other 
renewable sources, which likewise have considerable potential. A joint estimation was 
made between IRENA (International Renewable Energy Agency) and UPME (Colombia’s 

mining and energy planning unit), and the results can be seen in Figure 1.7. Estimates 
were made for onshore wind, solar photovoltaic, small hydroelectric, geothermal, and 
bioenergy, with wind and solar having the biggest potential. In solar photovoltaic, a 
distinction is made between rooftop PV and other PV. The first has a potential of about 2 
GW, whereas other photovoltaics have a potential of more than 30 GW.  

 
Figure 1.6. Electricity Generation by Source in Colombia 2019 [33] 

This estimate, which the authors call "purely illustrative," was calculated by 
comparing Colombia's average solar radiation to Germany, which has around one-third 
of the national area as well as lower solar irradiance. Despite this, Germany added around 
36 GW of solar PV capacity in 2013 [33][34]. Indeed, utilizing only wind and solar 
photovoltaic technology would allow Colombia to triple its current installed capacity due 
to its vast renewable energy potential. It is evident how a society striving for sustainability 
ought to proceed. 



 

1.2.1. Legislation, Barriers, and Opportunities  
Renewable energy development in Guajira, Colombia, is characterized by a 

complex interplay of barriers and opportunities, with legislative frameworks playing a 
critical role. The widespread adoption of renewable energy in the region faces several 
obstacles. Notably, the high initial costs of infrastructure development, particularly for 
solar and wind power projects, pose a significant financial challenge. Furthermore, 
renewable energy initiatives in Guajira face additional difficulties due to a lack of financing 
options. Moreover, insufficient grid infrastructure and transmission capacity constraints 
impede the efficient integration of renewable energy into existing energy infrastructure. 

Despite these limitations, there are opportunities that can help Guajira's renewable 
energy sector flourish. Colombia's government has proved its commitment to renewable 
energy production by passing legislation and establishing policies that encourage it. Law 
1715 of 2014  [35] promotes the use of non-conventional energy sources by providing 
incentives, tax breaks, and simplified procedures for renewable energy projects. These 
legislative measures are intended to create a favorable investment climate and 
encourage private sector engagement in renewable energy ventures. In other words, this 
law regulates the incorporation of non-conventional renewable energy sources into the 
National Energy System. 

More recently, the Colombian Congress of the Republic issued Law 2099 of 2021 
[36], with the purpose of promoting the use of non-conventional energy sources and 
encouraging the efficient use of energy resources. Likewise, the new Law introduced 
amendments and additions to Law 1715 of 2014. The new provisions are issued for the 
energy transition, the dynamization of the energy market, and the economic reactivation 
of the country. 

The use of GIS-based approaches to estimate the renewable energy potential in 
La Guajira reveals a complicated interaction of constraints and opportunities, particularly 
for onshore wind and photovoltaic solar energy. These technologies face social and 
environmental challenges. Local communities may object to projects out of concern for 
the potential impact on their way of life and cultural heritage, as evidenced by past efforts 
to install renewable energy infrastructure.  For instance, Windpeshi, a wind farm with a 
planned installed capacity of 205 MW, was forced to halt development indefinitely due to 
protests and disagreements with surrounding populations [37]. 

Environmental barriers arise from the need to carefully assess and mitigate any 
adverse effects on bird species and other local fauna. Implementing comprehensive 
environmental impact assessments and engaging stakeholders can address these 
concerns and promote acceptance within local communities. 



 

Nonetheless, La Guajira offers abundant opportunities for renewable energy 
development. Being the northernmost state of Colombia, it benefits from a geographical 
advantage, experiencing higher wind speeds compared to other regions. This wind 
resource is attributed to its distance from the equator and the flat terrain, which facilitate 
regular and uninterrupted wind flow. These characteristics create an ideal environment 
for early-stage wind and solar energy development. Capitalizing on this potential 
necessitates the implementation of appropriate policies and regulations that ensure 
responsible and sustainable development practices while safeguarding the environment 
and local communities. 

Infrastructure constraints, such as insufficient road networks, may appear to be a 
barrier, but they also present an opportunity. Because the region's existing infrastructure 
is limited, strategic planning and investment in transportation networks that may be 
adapted to assist the renewable energy sector are required. Furthermore, the ongoing 
construction of La Guajira's power grid provides an advantage. The advancement of grid 
infrastructure assures that it can support greater power generation from various energy 
sources, including renewables. 

1.3. Wind energy 
The air naturally moving above the surface is called wind. There are numerous 

varieties of wind, each with a unique strength and duration. Atmospheric circulation, which 
is primarily brought on by the Coriolis effect and uneven global heating, is what creates 
wind on a global scale. A varying amount of solar energy that reaches the surface at the 
poles and the equator causes the first effect [38].  

Because of the tilt of the Earth's axis, sunlight must travel through a thicker 
atmosphere at the poles than at the equator, which results in a greater loss of heat. This 
results in a net loss of heat towards the poles, whereas a net gain is observed near the 
equator. Due to the imbalance, which suggests that the equatorial region is warmer than 
the polar regions, an airflow is produced that follows the temperature gradient.  

This can be seen in Figure 1.7, where only one convective cell exists that elevates 
warm, high-pressured air at the equator. The air travels through the atmosphere in the 
direction of the poles until it cools down, circulating back at a homogeneous flux through 
the lower part of the convection cells. 



 

 
Figure 1.7. Atmospheric circulation without considering Earth’s rotation [39] 

Nevertheless, given the second contributing factor, the Coriolis effect, the air flow 
is not straight. The Coriolis force is a hypothetical force that affects a moving object in a 
rotating frame of reference and deviates the object's course from an inertial frame of 
reference. Because the Earth rotates more quickly at the Equator than at the Poles, this 
effect also applies to the planet.  

As a result, the air moves in three zones, called cells, between the equator and 
each pole. The cell closest to the equator is called Hadley Cell, the closest to the pole 
receives the name Polar Cell. The mid-latitude cell, also known as the Ferrel cell, is a 
secondary circulation characteristic that is completely dependent on the polar and Hadley 
cells, which are driven by temperature gradients. The air moves parallel to isobars 
(geostrophic wind) at an altitude of 1 km above sea level, where friction is low. This can 
be seen in Figure 1.8. Additionally, in the figure can be seen the polar easterlies, the 
westerlies, and the NE/SE trade winds, with their respective general sense of flux. 

 

 



 

Figure 1.8. Atmospheric circulation considering Earth’s rotation [39] 

The global winds produced by the aforementioned factors are crucial in 
determining the primary wind behavior in each place, but additional local elements might 
impact wind direction. Temperature and pressure gradients always cause local winds, 
although on a smaller scale. A sea or land breeze, for example, comes from the 
temperature gradient between the sea and the mainland, which is opposite during the day 
and night. 

Moreover, there is also turbulence, which can be caused by two main groups of 
sources: modifying factors and local influences. The first group comprises features such 
as orographic variety and surface roughness changes, which are thus related to 
landscape shape. The second group includes locally relevant phenomena such as heat 
convection, barriers (such as trees or buildings), steep terrain, and wind turbines. 

The roughness of the terrain, part of the modifying turbulence source group, can 
cause a phenomenon called “Wind shear”, characterized by a difference in wind speed 

at different heights above the surface. Lower roughness means faster speeds, such as 
over water or a remarkably smooth surface (such as ice or mud). This influence is 
proportional to the height of the barrier. Turbulence is generated both upwind and 
downwind of the obstacle, and it modifies the air flow rather significantly.  

Regarding wind turbine technology, the first thing to understand is that a wind 
turbine's purpose is to harness the wind's energy. The sole kind of energy in the wind is 
kinetic energy, and it is dependent on the air mass (density ρ), wind speed U, and the 
area A that the turbine rotor sweeps. This relation, used to obtain the power P, is 
represented in Equation 1.  

P =(½)ρAU     [Equation 1] 

Furthermore, the concept of power coefficient Cp causes the extractable power by 
a turbine to be less than that determined by Equation 1. The air velocity across the rotor 
determines the power coefficient, which differs for each turbine. Its highest limit, known 
as the Betz limit (after the scientist who established its formulation), is equal to the 
proportion 16/27. The wake rotation effect forces the power coefficient to be less than the 
Betz limit.  

In fact, the mechanical energy that can be extracted from wind turbines decreases 
as air begins to rotate through the rotor. The Tip-speed-ratio, which is the ratio of the wind 
speed to the tangential velocity at the rotor tip, can be used to correlate the power 
coefficient. An increased power coefficient, which tends to Betz limit, results from a 
greater tip speed ratio. 

Wind turbines ordinarily are divided into two varieties: horizontal and vertical axis. 
Horizontal axis wind turbines (HAWTs) are the most widely used and most efficient 
technology. The rotor is almost always upwind, so it is not shielded by the tower and has 



 

a higher efficiency. For the rotor to face upwind, the yaw control, which allows the nacelle 
to rotate in the horizontal plane, must be engaged. 

 
Figure 1.9. HAWT schematic and power curve example.[42][43] 

Each HAWT is represented by a power curve graph. This curve relates the wind 
speed to the turbine's generation of electricity and reveals some crucial technical 
information about the turbine itself. The wind speed is represented by the horizontal axis, 
and the curve begins at a particular speed known as the cut-in speed. The power output 
then increases as the wind speed does, until both are constant and equal to the rated 
power (at the rated wind speed). After this, the power remains constant even as the speed 
increases until the velocity hits the cut-out speed, at which time it becomes zero. For 



 

safety purposes, the turbine is inhibited above this speed number. This power curve and 
a diagram of a HAWT can be observed in Figure 1.9 

The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) classifies wind turbines into 
classes, based on average wind speed, 50-year extreme gust, and turbulence [40][41]. 
The three technical wind speeds are: Class I, stands for high wind speeds, at 10 m/s; 
class II, for medium wind speeds, at 8.5 m/s; and class III for low wind speeds, at 7.5 m/s. 
The full classification can be seen in Table 1.1, including types of turbulence and the 50-
year extreme gust. Turbulence is the standard deviation of wind speed measured at 15 
m/s wind speed. 

 
Table 1.1. IEC wind turbine classification. 

Source: Selfmade, data from [40] 

The vertical-axis wind turbine (VAWT) is the second type of wind generator. They 
are divided into drag-type and lift-type groups. The drag-type VAWT, also known as the 
Savonius turbine, operates in a very straightforward manner: as the wind hits the blades, 
they begin to revolve, powering a generator. Since this process suggests that efficiency 
is constrained, it is only suggested for low-power applications. It does have the advantage 
of not requiring a yaw mechanism. 

The lift effect drives the lift-type VAWT, commonly known as a Darrieus turbine. 
The yaw mechanism is not required in this instance either, and the build is straightforward 
and inexpensive. Low efficiency and high construction costs are the key disadvantages. 
They also need a starting mechanism. To lessen the cut-in speed, these two types of 
turbines can also be combined. This project focuses only on horizontal axis wind turbines. 

1.4. Onshore wind in Guajira, Colombia  
The first wind farm in Colombia was built precisely in La Guajira. Jepirachi was built 

in 2004 and is powered by 15 Nordex N60/250 generators, each having a capacity of 1.3 
MW. This 19.5 MW plant was Colombia's only wind installed capacity until 2023, when 
development of the country's second wind farm came to an end. Guajira I is the first of 
numerous onshore projects now under construction in the region [44].  

Guajira I has a 20 MW installed capacity with 10 Vestas V100/2000 turbines, each 
with a rated power of 2 MW and a hub height of 78m. Even though the Guajira I was 
finished in 2022, it hasn’t entered commercial operation, because it is still in the testing 

phase [45]. The main characteristics of wind farms in Colombia can be seen in Table 1.2. 



 

 

Table 1.2. Main characteristics of current onshore wind installed capacity in Colombia. 

In Colombia, sixteen onshore wind farm projects have been approved and are either 
under construction or in the pre-construction phase over the past few years. The whole 
list of projects is illustrated in Figure 1.10. Within this list, the previously mentioned project 
Guajira I was the first wind farm to be finished and is expected to soon also be connected 
to the national grid. Among the rest of the projects, some wind farms are worth 
mentioning. For example, Windpeshi, with around 200 MW of installed capacity, 20 times 
the size of the biggest wind farm in the country.  

All these projects are creating a significant electric input to the national electric 
system. Equally important is the creation of infrastructure for distributing the produced 
power, which is estimated to be over 2.5 GW when all 16 wind farms are finished. 
Moreover, the total investment in all projects exceeds US$2.500 million. The investment 
in the project is directly related to the installed capacity. For instance, the biggest planned 
wind farm is called Guajira II, with an expected installed capacity of ~370 MW; likewise, 
this project has the highest investment cost of all. 



 

 

Figure 1.10. Onshore wind farm projects under construction with respective capacity [MW] and 
investment (millions of US) [44] 

A very interesting comparison is that when all these projects are finished, the eolic 
share in the national installed capacity for electricity, calculated at 17.3 GW (2021) [31], 
would be around 12.7%. This is a very important step in the energy transition of the 
country because Colombia pledged to reduce its GreenHouse gas emissions by 51% by 
2030 [46]. 

1.5. Solar energy 
The sun’s massive body emits radiation in the form of photons, which travel 

through space and reach the Earth. Some of this radiation is temporarily absorbed by 



 

the Earth's atmosphere before being reradiated, some is reflected into space, and the 
remaining portion reaches the Earth's surface, as seen in Figure 1.11. 

 

 
Figure 1.11. Solar radiation dynamics with Earth. [50] 

This radiation travels in the form of waves, and depending on wavelength and 
frequency, the energy can be harvested with a specific technology, for a range of 
wavelengths or frequencies. The complete range of frequencies is called the 
electromagnetic spectrum. The energy from the sun is currently harvested by two main 
types of technology: solar thermal and solar photovoltaic (SPV), with the main difference 
that the first one converts sunlight into heat (which can then be further transformed into 
electricity through a thermal cycle), and the latter converts irradiation directly into 
electricity. 

In Figure 1.12, starting from the left, is displayed the solar PV general description. 
Monocrystalline and polycrystalline silicon cells, thin film cells, and organic/polymer cells 
are the commercial products for this technology, the first two are the most widespread. 
Efficiency is normally lower than 20%, even if the theoretical efficiency for pure silicon 
panels with no defects is calculated to be ~30% [49]. 



 

 
Figure 1.12. General view of solar technologies [48] 

 On the other hand, solar thermal technologies depend on the dimensions of the 
working temperature and the scale of the project. For residential and medium-scale 
projects, flat plate collectors or vacuum tube collectors are used for heating spaces and 
water, and even as input for solar cooling cycles. Meanwhile, for higher temperatures and 
larger-scale projects, concentrated solar power plants reflect a vast area of radiation into 
a single point, multiplying the heating effect and using this heat as an input for electricity-
producing thermal cycles. 

Solar thermal energy harvests radiation with a low frequency and a high amplitude; 
this type of solar energy normally raises the temperature of matter it encounters.  This 
property is leveraged to heat a “transfer fluid”, which subsequently transfers heat to a 

“receiver fluid”, utilized to generate steam. A turbine converts steam into mechanical 
energy, which powers a generator to generate electricity. This principle can be applied to 
small or medium appliances, like residential homes and buildings. This can be observed 
in Figure 1.13. 



 

  
Figure 1.13. Schematic of solar thermal technology [47] 

Another example of solar energy transformation is solar PV technology. This 
technology utilizes panels made with semiconductor materials to transform sun beams 
into electric current; all this is possible because of the properties of semiconductor 
materials like silicon. When a photon traveling in sunlight hits a photovoltaic panel, the 
architecture of the panel itself directs, in a specified sense of flow, the energy generated 
due to this impact. 

Millions of photons arriving at the solar panel generate in turn millions of 
infinitesimal electric charges (electrons), which, when directed in a single direction, are 
converted into an electric current. This is also a very simplified description of the 
photovoltaic effect used to generate electric power. The amount of energy produced by 
the panels is determined by both the angle at which sunlight strikes and the number of 
hours of sunlight. This phenomenon is represented in Figure 1.14. 

 



 

 
Figure 1.14. Schematic of solar photovoltaic technology [47] 

 

Aside from the angle and duration of the sun, a range of additional factors can 
influence how efficiently PV solar generation works. The presence of clouds and other 
airborne particles, for example, can absorb and scatter sunlight, reducing the quantity of 
solar energy reaching the solar panels. This is why solar energy generation is most 
advantageous on sunny, clear days. 

1.6. Solar PV in Guajira, Colombia 
The country has a positive photovoltaic solar energy potential compared to the rest 

of the world. Being located close to the equator, no big changes happen throughout the 
year with respect to solar radiation. Most of the national territory has a resource of solar 
brightness (hours of sunshine) of around 4, 8, and even 10 hours of sunshine per day on 
the annual daily average, which are high values compared to countries such as Germany, 
which has 3 hours of sunshine on the annual average. This translates into an average 
daily solar radiation of 4.5 kWh/m2, higher than the world average of 3.9 kWh/m2 [51]. 

There are currently ~290 MW of photovoltaic installed capacity in Colombia, 
roughly 1.5% of the nation’s total electric capacity [52]. It's worth noting that none of these 

solar farms are in La Guajira, considering that the department has the highest average 
solar radiation value in the country, with 6.0 kWh/m2 [53]. However, Colombia is pursuing 
a renewable energy transition, with plans to increase that 1.5% photovoltaic share to an 
ambitious 30% by 2027 [53].   



 

 
Figure 1.15. Balance of photovoltaic farms in Colombia (2023) 

“It is projected, for example, that by 2027 the country will have a capacity of close 
to 32GW, of which more than 11GW will come from non-conventional renewable 
sources…” was the communication given by XM, the government-designated operator of 
the National Interconnected System (SIN) and manager of the Wholesale Energy Market 
(MEM) [54][55]. In Figure 1.15 are listed all the photovoltaic farms that are currently 
functioning or under construction in Colombia, according to the Ministry of Mines and 
Energy [51][56].  

The total installed capacity of these 30 farms, when finished, adds up to 710MW, 
4.1% of the previously mentioned national installed capacity in 2021, 17.3 GW. For 
instance, one of the most relevant projects seen in Figure 1.15 is La Loma, in the 
department of Cesar, which is 70% complete and has a potential of 187 megawatts using 
400,000 solar panels distributed over 437 hectares (4.37 km2). This solar park anticipates 
supplying 370,000 people with electricity per year.  



 

 
Figure 1.16. Photovoltaic farms in La Guajira (March 2023) 

Now, in terms of La Guajira's photovoltaic future, there are 5 PV plants that are up 
to date with their registrations as of May 2023, and another 13 that are reported because 
they haven't provided any reports or have ceased construction. With a combined installed 
capacity of around 1,107 MW, these could be the region's first solar installations. It is 
unknown how many of the remaining 13 projects, with a total potential capacity of 1,991 
MW, will resume construction or withdraw. 

  



 

2. Background 
This section examines various projects that have used Geographic Information 

Systems, also known as GIS, in the process of estimating renewable potential, such as 
onshore wind and solar photovoltaic. Every academic paper or thesis is unique, because 
different case study regions introduce new variables that influence the estimation 
process. The definition of potential differs slightly, as do the methods for obtaining it.   

The site selection problem for renewables is frequently addressed using a multi-
criteria decision-making (MCDM) approach in conjunction with geographic information 
system (GIS) software to determine the most suitable area or alternative. Such is the case 
in [58], where the authors evaluate criteria for site selection of solar photovoltaic projects 
using a fuzzy additive estimation approach for the weight coefficients. In other words, they 
are determining the degree of importance of the most important criteria that affect site 
selection. The list of criteria can be seen in Figure 2.1 

Their methodology can be understood in four consecutive stages: First, identifying 
the criteria; second, applying a questionnaire to both academia and industry to avoid and 
analyze possible bias; third, statistical analysis of the survey; and fourth, determining the 
degree of importance of each criterion. This project was particularly important because 
the authors created their criterion list based on more than 50 different GIS related projects 
that were assessing solar PV [Appendix A], wind, and concentrated solar power energy, 
starting in 2008 until 2021, and including more than 20 countries, across the world. 

Their project concluded that the resulting criteria weights would have a strong bias 
depending on the type of experts that answered the questionnaire: experts from academia 
would prioritize economic matters, then technical, environmental matters, and ultimately 
social/political matters. However, experts from industry understand that a whole project 
can be jeopardized by a social/political reason and that it cannot move forward if there is 
any environmental violation. Hence, for Industry experts, the most important elements to 
consider are the same as Academia, the economical part, followed by environmental, 
social/political, and lastly, technical. 

In addition, several other studies have provided insights to the methodology and 
investigated the estimation of renewable energy potential and the use of GIS systems. 
The second relevant study is [9], titled “The feasible onshore wind energy potential in 
Baden-Württemberg: A bottom-up methodology considering socioeconomic constraints” 
and can be found in [9]. 



 

 
Figure 2.1. List of relevant projects involving GIS, decision making and potential 

estimation of renewable energy projects in the past 15 years [58]. 

  



 

Their methodology can be summarized in 3 steps: the first is to find the available 
area for onshore wind of their case study region in Germany; the second, to site select 
wind turbines following a LCOE1 minimization criterion to obtain  a techno-economical 
potential; and the third, locate wind farms and obtain a cost-potential curve on a wind 
farm level, including all the costs and feasibility constraints of their case study region. This 
project was the base definition of potential for this master’s thesis. This definition will be 
explained in Section 3.1. 

 Another very important reference for the current project was the work done in [60], 
titled “Wind Turbines and Rooftop Photovoltaic Technical Potential Assessment - 
Application to Sicilian Minor Islands”. This project follows a very similar methodology, 
employing the same software, QGIS and WASP, with a few exceptions, such as the case 
study region's latitude in the Mediterranean Sea, which results in different work conditions 
for onshore wind and solar PV. 

The Methodology followed uses the wind software WasP, where it is possible to 
integrate the Generalized Wind Climate (GWC) downloaded from The Global Wind Atlas 
database together with a terrain analysis applying the IBZ model (includes terrain 
roughness and orography), and the generator’s power and thrust curve.  

The authors use this to create specific turbine sites, and thus the technical potential 
after micro-siting. Regarding solar rooftop PV, the solar radiation models were done by 
SEBE (Solar Energy on Building Envelopes), included in QGIS’s UMEP (Urban Multi-
scale Environment Predictor) plug-in.  This plug-in uses a shadow casting algorithm [62] 
to calculate pixel-wise potential solar energy. 

The last project that is worth detailing in this section is [8], with the translated title from 
Spanish: “Wind energy and territory: geographic information systems and multi-criteria 
decision methods in La Guajira (Colombia)”. Within all the projects read and revised, this 
one was particularly important because it was the only one that applied GIS methodology 
in the same study region, La Guajira. 

This project starts with spatial planning by using GIS software and finding the 
geographic potential in La Guajira. The authors then included in their methodology a 
multi-criteria decision-making approach with AHP, to qualify the available area and see 
where the best turbine-siting spots are. They conducted expert interviews to assign 
weight to the AHP criteria. 

These studies demonstrate the range of methodologies used to estimate the 
technical potential of onshore wind and solar photovoltaic resources. Incorporating 
findings and insights from such studies will enrich the current master’s thesis, considering 

GIS methodologies, decisions, and important considerations, as well as socioeconomic, 
environmental, and regulatory issues unique to the region.  

 
1 Levelized Cost of Electricity 



 

3. Methodology 
This chapter provides an overview of all the choices, calculations, and strategies 

used to achieve the goal of the thesis. The next section details the process used to 
estimate renewable potential in detail and provides justification for the methods chosen. 
The following schemes, Figure 3.1, and Figure 3.2, display the algorithms followed to 
assess the onshore wind and solar photovoltaic technical potential, respectively. The 
complete definition of potential is given in Section 3.1.   

 

 
Figure 3.1. Algorithm flowchart for onshore wind technical potential calculation 

Source: Self-made 

 In Figure 3.1, and according to the legend in it, the hexagons stand for information 
and the rectangles represent processes. Both types of figures can be of the colors gray, 
white, or yellow; a gray symbol means the process or information is an input to the whole 
process. Some examples are the wind turbine generator’s power curve, or the action of 

defining which criteria will determine the available area in the case study region. 

Additionally, a white symbol implies that the information or process is a result or a 
transformation of the initial inputs. For example, the QGIS Geoprocessing tools use 
information in the form of layers to operate, modify it, and generate new information. The 
last is the yellow-colored symbol, which can only be information and denotes that this 
symbol is part of the results phase, the estimated potentials. 



 

 
Figure 3.2. Algorithm flowchart for solar photovoltaic technical potential calculation 

Source: Selfmade 

The same legend is shared between Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.1. The only new 
symbol appearing in Figure 3.2 is the decision, always in the processing phase. The 
decision represents an iteration in a process. In this case, using a Python script, QGIS is 
verifying which day of the year (an integer from 1 to 365) the insolation time processing 
algorithm will calculate the daily sums raster. 

In the following sections of this methodology chapter, the concept of the different 
potentials will be addressed and clarified for the specific region chosen. Thus, the 
geographic potential will be the first to be calculated for both wind and solar. Then, in 
Section 3.3, the methodology to calculate the theoretical-technical and technical potential 
is displayed. In the subsequent Section 3.4, the procedure for assessing the theoretical 
and technical potential of solar photovoltaics is presented. 

3.1. Definition of Potential 

The definition of theoretical, geographic, and technical potential in [9] is the 
foundation of this project. According to the author, theoretical potential refers to "the 
physically usable amount of energy within a given region and time." Geographical 
potential is further defined as "the area available for energy production, taking into 
account constraints such as natural protected areas and other land uses such as urban 
structures and transport routes." Lastly, the author defines technical potential as “the 

amount of installable capacity under technical constraints within a given region and time.” 



 

Based on these definitions and applying them to the case study of La Guajira, 
Colombia, the first potential to be calculated will be the geographic, because all area-
restrictive constraints are shared, except for two that will be mentioned further. The 
complete step-by-step is shown in Section 3.2. Further potentials will be calculated 
individually for onshore wind (OW) and solar photovoltaic (SPV). Regarding OW, and as 
mentioned previously, the first step is to obtain a partial theoretical-technical potential 
using the software WAsP. Aspects such as efficiency and significant coefficients are 
already accounted for, but this cannot yet be considered the final technical potential. 

There exists a difference worth mentioning between both algorithms shown in 
Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2: for onshore wind, instead of only theoretical potential, technical 
aspects are included in the WAsP Processing rectangle. The power and thrust curves are 
used to generate the resource grids, embedding aspects such as efficiency and technical 
limits in them. This is an incomplete technical potential and will be referred to as 
theoretical-technical potential.  

3.2. Geographic Potential for Onshore Wind and Solar PV  

The purpose of the subsequent section is to demonstrate step-by-step how to 
determine the geographic potential, first for onshore wind and then for solar PV. Since 
the definition in Section 3.1 stated that the geographic potential is an area, by the end of 
this section, two vector maps (.shp files) representing the available area for each 
technology will be displayed. The starting point is the total area of La Guajira. This whole 
potential will be realized in QGIS. 

 
Table 3.1. Criteria to find restricted areas.  



 

The list of area-restricting criteria to find the available area is provided in Table 3.1 
[8]. These criteria contemplate all the important environmental aspects dictated by 
Colombian law, and the equally important social, economic, and techno-economic factors. 
Next to the criteria’s name is a distance or a value parameter, together with a “greater 

than” or a “less than” sign. This information determines the restricted range for those 

specific criteria. 

For instance, the list of area-restricting criteria came from [8], contemplating all the 
important environmental aspects dictated by Colombian law, as well as important 
economic and techno-economic criteria. The airport criteria has a restricted distance of 
<3000m, this means that the area of 3 km around the whole airport will be unavailable, 
and further removed from the total available area.  

A pre-processing phase of downloading all the vector layers of criteria was made. 
To make the process more organized, each layer was given a clear and concise name, 
clipped to the extent of La Guajira because most of the vector files covered the entire 
country (or even larger areas), and then saved in its own folder. Most of the layers were 
obtained from Colombia’s official governmental geographic institutes and from QGIS’s 

integrated plug-in QuickOSM (Open Street Maps). 

The main government-related website to download GIS files is the Geographic 
Institute Agustin Codazzi, or IGAC, for its name in Spanish. Other important sites are 
INVIAS, the national roads institute, mainly for the distance to roads and railroads; the 
ICANH, the Colombian institute of anthropology and history, for the distance to 
archeological sites; the UPME, especially for the distance to the electricity network; and 
the SINAP, the Colombian’s national system of protected areas, which establishes safe 

distances to water bodies, mangroves, national protected parks, and all the environmental 
criteria.  

Subsequently, having all the vector files loaded into QGIS, a Buffer was created 
for all the criteria with restrictions by distance. The output is a new vector file, that was 
saved in the same individual folder with the respective criteria. Every input layer and 
created buffer were styled to be easier to distinguish from each other. A capture of all the 
criteria and the respective buffers can be seen in Figure 3.3.  

For example, as a reference and only for visualization motives, protected areas 
were displayed as light green polygons with a darker green squared mesh inside; rivers 
and streams were styled as light blue lines with a darker blue buffer around them; 
coastlines and department borders are just a solid red line and can be seen above all the 
rest of the layers. The remaining criteria follow the same styling procedure.  



 

 
Figure 3.3. Set of Buffers of all area restriction criteria. 

Once all the buffers were created, all the resulting files were put together with an 
integrated QGIS geoprocessing tool called “Dissolve”. This tool takes all the vector layers 

and combines them into a single file, where all the features are joined. This is useful 
because all the distance-restricted areas are now a single vector file, easy to manipulate 
and without risk of damaging the original data. This file can be seen in Figure 3.4. 

 
Figure 3.4. Vector file: area of criteria restricted by distance 



 

  

Furthermore, it is important to know that the area of criteria restricted by distance is 
shared between onshore wind and solar PV, but the same cannot be said about the value 
restricted criteria. For onshore winds, the restricted range for slope is greater than 20%, 
and for altitude it is greater than 1500 meters above sea level. For solar PV, the restricted 
slope values are greater than 15%, and the restricted altitude values are greater than 
2000 meters above sea level.  

All the slope and altitude outputs are areas in a vector layer file. They were created 
starting from a DEM (Digital Elevation Model) raster file that was previously downloaded 
from the online platform of Global Wind Atlas for the case study region. The DEM Raster 
can be seen in Figure 3.5. This is a crucial input for further analysis of potential wind and 
solar resources.   

 
Figure 3.5. Digital Elevation Model for La Guajira contour lines. 

 In Figure 3.5, the DEM for La Guajira has been clipped to the extent of land, with 
bathymetry omitted given that it is irrelevant to the current project, thereby reducing the 
computational load. The DEM has also been styled using thin contour lines every 10 
meters, and bold lines every 50 meters of height increase. In the south-west part of the 
department, dense and steep mountains are visualized as almost completely black, the 
reason being that the orography changes from sea-level to more than 5,600 m a.s.l. in 
less than 50 km. The rest of the department is relatively flat and at low altitudes. 



 

From here on, it’s necessary to distinguish between onshore wind and solar PV, 
since the value-restricted criteria are not shared. These criteria are shown for onshore 
wind in Figure 3.6, and for solar PV in Figure 3.7. 

  
Figure 3.6. Slope greater than 20% and altitude greater than 1500m a.g.l for onshore wind. 

 
This data was obtained from [8] and it shows common values for slope. The region 

of the case study contains few urban areas, and all rural areas are small in size and lack 
sufficient infrastructure (such as roads or an electric network) to withstand newly installed 
power plants. Providing power to non-interconnected areas using renewable energy is 
possible, but it is beyond the scope of this project. 
 

  
Figure 3.7. Slope greater than 15% and altitude greater than 2000m a.g.l for solar PV. 

 



 

The next step is to merge the distance-restricted and the value-restricted criteria 
for both energy sources, starting with offshore wind. The unique dissolved layer is 
dissolved again with the slope and elevation vector layers from the onshore wind. This 
creates the “Total restricted area for onshore wind” vector layer. This area can be seen 

in Figure 3.8 in blue color. 

 
Figure 3.8 Total restricted area for onshore wind energy in La Guajira. 

The same process is done to obtain the “Total restricted area for solar PV” vector 

layer, which can be seen in Figure 3.9 in orange color. These layers are part of the last 
calculation to obtain the available area. Graphically speaking, the available area is only 
the result of subtracting the restricted areas from the total area; this is precisely one of 
the strengths of QGIS. To obtain the total area of the department, the Coastline and 
borders layer, a simple vector layer with geometry multi-linestring, was converted to 
polygon geometry, using the “Line to Polygon”' processing function. 



 

 
Figure 3.9 Total restricted area for solar PV energy in La Guajira. 

The ultimate step is to repeat twice the processing function “Difference”, total area, 

called “Input layer”, and total restricted area, called “Overlay layer” in the software. The 

result will be the two geographic potentials (.shp vector layers) mentioned in the beginning 
of the current section. In Section 4.1.2. the result of the onshore wind will be displayed. 
Conversely, for solar PV, the result will be in Section 4.22. 

3.3. Wind energy resource calculation 

This part covers the Theoretical-Technical Potential and the complete Technical 
Potential for Onshore Wind. In addition to using QGIS, the implementation of another 
software, WAsP (Wind Atlas Analysis and Application Program) was necessary in this 
phase. This software suit was developed by the Danish technical university DTU, and 
enables wind resource assessment, turbine siting, and energy yield computation for 
single wind turbines and wind farms in locations throughout the world with varying terrain. 



 

3.3.1. Turbine selection  

The selected wind turbine is the N149/4.0–4.5 from the company Nordex.  This wind 
turbine was chosen for two reasons: the first is the fact that nearby onshore wind projects, like 
“Windpeshi” (184.5MW), that are still under construction, chose this technology, which implies it 
had already been approved by the Colombian government and all the involved parties.  

The latter reason is that the mentioned wind farm under construction invested in buying 
41 of these generators, a considerably big installed capacity when compared to the only wind 
farm in the country, Jepirachi (2004), which has only 20 MW with 15 generators. The wind 
potential will be carried out in the following sections, but prior to the estimation, choosing this 
generator, one that’s already chosen by this big project, gives realism to the calculation. 

The wind turbine’s power and thrust curve were obtained from [17], manually introduced 

into WasP to create the model of the generator. The specifications of this turbine and its 
respective power curve can be seen in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10. Power - thrust curves and table for generator Nordex N149/4.0-4.5  

The study of turbine productivity is a fundamental aspect of the construction of a wind 
park. The market offers different types of wind turbines that are divided into classes, according 
to parameters defined by the International Standard IEC 64100. This standard determines if a 
turbine is suitable for the normal wind conditions of a particular site. Turbine classes are 
determined by three parameters, as explained in Section 1.3. 

In the power graph in Figure 3.10, the rated power is located between the speeds of 12 
and 20 m/s. The cut-in speed for this generator, the minimum speed at which it will start 
producing power, is 3m/s. Between the cut-in and the lower rated power speed, the turbine is 
working in a non-rated region. Something similar happens between the upper-rated power speed 
and the cut-out speed. 



 

3.3.2. Theoretical-Technical Potential 

The objective of using the software WAsP is to obtain quality raster layers for 
Annual Energy Production, Power Density and Wind Speed. Firstly, a file containing the 
“Generalized Wind Climate”, or GWC, is downloaded from the Global Wind Atlas platform 
and added to the WAsP workspace. The GWC displays important information, such as 
climate data. This tab exhibits a table filled with wind speeds, divided into different wind 
classes and different heights above ground level. 

The information in the table can be selected in whole rows (constant height), in 
whole columns (same R-class) or by individual cells. In either case, a wind rose divided 
into 12 sections (30° each) shows the direction and frequency in which wind flows. In this 
wind, north would be 0°, east 90°, south 180°, and west 270°; section 1 is aligned with 
the 0° north direction, having its leftmost and rightmost limits of 15° in the 
counterclockwise and clockwise directions, respectively. For example, in Figure 3.11, the 
selection of R-class 1 indicates a clear and predominant wind direction coming from 
section 4, with a shape parameter of 11.2 m/s and a mean wind speed of 9.98 m/s. 

 
Figure 3.11. Climate Data of Generalized Wind Climate parameters. 

Orography and roughness information were obtained from the Global Wind Atlas. 
This information was then imported into the WAsP Map Editor to geo-reference with the 



 

chosen target map projection: UTM-WGS 1984, zone 19N, the same used in the QGIS 
project, with CRS 3857. In this step, the degrees format was given as DDDMM (where D 
stands for Degrees and M for Minutes). The metric unit was chosen as km; the output 
would be created by a given center in latitude-longitude coordinates, and a 500 km map 
extension. This is a very vast area with a big computational load that took a couple hours 
of processing.  

 
Figure 3.11. Terrain Analysis (IBZ) for La Guajira including roughness and orography. 

After doing this process for both terrain roughness and elevation, the result will be 
a vector file called Terrain Analysis (IBZ), done with the standard linearized model 
included in all WAsP distributions. This vector file can be seen in Figure 3.12. Next up, 
the turbine model is uploaded either to a random turbine site or to a resource grid. In this 
case, since the intention is not to microsite any turbines, it will be uploaded to a resource 
grid, to rather understand how these turbines would perform in the whole territory.  



 

Then, a Resource Grid is created. The resolution was set to 750m (square grid) 
because this is the 5-diameter security distance to ensure turbines are not affected 
between them. The number of grid cells for the calculation is 97,393. Each one of these 
cells will have a value for Annual Energy Production (AEP), Mean Wind Speed, and 
Power Density. These were the most important variables for the technical potential 
estimation. The resource grid's spatial view can be seen in Figure 3.12. Here, all the 
necessary parameters were input. 

  
Figure 3.12. Resource Grid spatial view and configuration parameters. 

The following step is to calculate the AEP, performance tables, Predicted Wind 
Climate (PWC) and site effects. This same option can be used for single turbine sites, 
already modeled wind farms, or resource grids, which is the best option to obtain 
geographic information in the form of raster layers. The output format is ASCII and can 
be easily imported into QGIS when the simulation is over. The resulting resource grids 
for AEP, Mean Wind Speed and Power Density can be found in Section 4.1. 



 

3.3.3. Technical Potential 

The technical potential will be realized using only the vector grids created in 
Section 4.1. Additionally, only the Annual Energy Production is of interest for the 
estimation of the potential. Firstly, the vector grid will be clipped only to the geographic 
potential, using QGIS geoprocessing tools. This result can be seen in Figure 3.13. 

 
Figure 3.13. Annual Energy Production in Available Area for Onshore Wind. 

There exists a situation with the current AEP vector grid, and it happens that by 
removing areas, some of the resolution cells are no longer capable of being considered 
as a possible turbine installation site. Further filtering will be done to all the resolution 
cells that, for any number of reasons, don’t have at least 60% of the area of a full 

resolution cell.  

To understand this filter better, it’s crucial to remember that between each 

resolution cell center, five wind-turbine diameters exist. Knowing that 4D is still a safe 
distance for wind turbines, the proportion of the areas of a 5D sided square versus a 4D 
sided square is around 60%. The amount of space in the grid had an impact on many 
cells, and as a result, thousands of these had their areas reduced or split into numerous 
sub-cells, none of which could be potential locations for the installation of wind turbines. 



 

The filtered AEP map is shown on the left side of Figure 3.14. If compared to the 
non-filtered version, some darker zones can be seen. On the right side of the figure, a 
zoomed zone shows in gray all the cells that were removed. The resulting grid cells are 
not divided and have enough area for a wind turbine to be placed in them. 

  

Figure 3.14 Filtered AEP for onshore wind on available area. 

This graphic technical potential is hard to understand and dimension, reason why, 
to really have a grasp of how much energy can be generated up to the technical 
constraints in the region of Guajira, the Total Annual Energy production for the whole 
region will be found. A python script capable of interacting with the user was done, to 
visualize all the fields in a selected active layer and let him or her choose what column to 
add. The script is in Appendix C and can be freely modified, used, or improved according 
to the need. 

The resulting filtered AEP vector layer was obtained by applying two specific 
conditions in the expression box of the processing function: the first condition was using 
the “num_geometry()” function to count the number of parts into which every cell was 
divided. This number n should be less than 2, which leaves only whole resolution cells to 
work with. The second condition was for that whole cell to have an area ($area) greater 
than 0.36 km2, the area of a 4D instead of 5D square.  

The last step is to create a table summarizing all the important information. Among 
the aspects to include are total available area, maximum installed capacity, total AEP, 
and number of available cells. Total Area and Total AEP were calculated with a Python 
script created from own source and can be found in Appendix C. This information can 
also be checked with the “Statistics tab that is in the ” 

 



 

3.4. PV Solar energy resource calculation 
This section covers the solar panel chosen, the theoretical and technical potential 

for Solar Photovoltaic. As a complement to using QGIS, python scripts and console, and 
GRASS’s processing tools are very important and powerful. 

3.4.1. Technology Selection 

The technology selected is the solar panel in [16], a monocrystalline module from 
the company Vertex, with a maximum power output of 670 W and a maximum 
efficiency of 21.6%. This panel was chosen because it’s distributed by a renown 
company, has a high energy yield, and is one of the highest installed powers per panel 
in the market. Additionally, a panel with all these characteristics is practically designed 
for utility-scale systems, very much in line with the current project.  

 
Figure 3.15.  Schematic of Vertex panels in a desert-like zone that resembles the Guajira region 

The panels model is the Vertex TSM-DE21, a 2.4 x 1.3 meter panel, with only 33 kg 
of weight. For the maximum output, 670W, the open circuit voltage is 46.1 V, short circuit 
current of 18.62 A. The panel has a NOCT (Nominal Operating Cell Temperature) of 
43°C, but a working range of up to ~85ºC. A representation of the exact Vertex panel 
being used in a flat, desertic zone like Guajira can be seen in Figure 3.15, only with 
visualization purposes. The complete datasheet can be found in [16], including electrical 
schematics, I-V curves, and P-V curves. 

The guajira region has a potential estimated way over the 32GW of installed capacity, 
as was mentioned in Section 1.6. Hence the importance to have high output panels for 
such a high irradiance region. 



 

3.4.2. Theoretical Potential 

The theoretical potential for solar PV comes from the use of the integrated GDAL 
processing section. Everything starts from a DEM raster file, the same used in Section 
3.2 for the geographic potential calculation. With this file, and with P&QGIS, further 
Aspect and Slope raster files were obtained, using a python script that can be found in 
Appendix C section. 

Some of the important considerations for the Aspect and Slope calculation are to 
define well the folder in which all the files will be saved, ideally in the same folder. The 
code has a variable storing the address of a main folder, and inputs and outputs are 
referenced using this variable. 

After finding these files, Aspect and Slope have been found, you can work with them 
directly if the region is not to big, or you can clip them to a smaller extent, which is this 
project’s case, so the computational load is kept at minimum. The extent of the layer used 

in this project is like 290km2. Resolution normally is just some hundreds of meters, so any 
information that is just useless, is not worth calculated.  

The next step is to use the r.sun processing tools from GRASS, another integrated 
processing library in QGIS. The exact function that will be used is r.sun.insoltime. This 
function creates a model of solar irradiance and irradiation; the output of a single 
simulation is a set of raster files, obtained all by daily sums of hours of sun, Global 
Radiation, Beam Radiation, Reflected Radiation, and Diffuse Radiation.   

The processing is done for a single day of the year, input as a number between 1 and 
365. The inputs for this process are the DEM, Slope and Aspect raster layers, with or 
without clipping. Single values for Slope and Aspect can be input, but the whole raster file 
makes it a better simulation. Some other not-necessary parameters such as input raster 
files for longitudes, latitudes, radiation coefficients (for real-sky beam and diffuse), Linke 
coefficient and horizon information were left at their default configuration. 

The Albedo coefficient in the ground was set to be between 35% to 40% for the dry 
sand and arid ground in La Guajira [63]. Regarding the Advanced Parameters section in 
the configuration of the process, the time step when computing all-day radiation sums 
was defined, in decimal hours, to be 0.5; every 30 minutes. The sampling distance step 
coefficient was left at default in 1.0, and the input file was to be read in one single chunk, 
not partitioned. The GRASS GIS 7 region was set manually by dragging in the canvas a 
rectangle that would cover all the land, without leaving too much free space. 

 Now, as for the simulation day, only having a precise day simulation was not enough. 
Even if Colombia doesn’t have strongly marked seasons like countries with higher 
latitudes, not every day offers the same exact radiation. For this reason, a python script 



 

was created to run 365 simulations, iterating the day number, and then saving them into 
a previously specified folder, each with a distinctive number in their name. Specifically, 
this process took a lot of computational load, and here is when clipped inputs are an 
advantage in processing. Additionally, for this same reason, already having the Global 
Radiation for every day, was enough information to do the technical potential estimation 
planned. The Python script for this can be found in Appendix C. 

Furthermore, when all the 365 Global Radiation raster files were obtained, another 
processing tool called Cell Statistics was used. Here, and by selecting all the 365 .tif raster 
files, the mean value for each pixel in every raster throughout the year was averaged. 
This single raster file was called Yearly Mean Global Radiation. The resolution was 
increased for this raster, going from square pixel size of ~280m to exactly 200m. The 
resulting raster file can be observed in Section 4.4, together with the vectorized version. 

3.4.3. Technical Potential 

The first step to finding the PV technical potential is to obtain the Yearly Mean 
Global Radiation vectorized grid on the available area for solar PV found in Section 3.2. 
A minimum area threshold of 30m2 (less than 0.1% of initial cell) is set, to eliminate very 
reduced pixels. This vector layer can be seen in Section 4.6. 

The next step is to calculate the important photovoltaic parameters that 
characterize the chosen technology. This is the only aspect missing to include in the 
potentials estimated so far, the efficiency of the specific Vertex PV panel, the rule of thumb 
spacing methods to properly account the available area, and the performance ratio to 
obtain the Annual Electricity production. 

In the case study specific context, panels will be situated in flat terrain. The mutual-
shading phenomenon is important because it has a large influence on the electrical yield 
due to the space that must be left between the modules. According to what was done in 
[60], the worst scenario was taken for the calculation of the spacing between the modules, 
the day of winter solstice. 

Because Colombia lies in the northern hemisphere, on the winter solstice the row 
spacing required to avoid mutual shading is maximal [65]. This distance, as shown 
graphically in Figure 3.16, can be determined according to [66] using the following 
formula: 

𝑑 = 𝑑1 + 𝑑2 = 𝐿 ∗ (
𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽)

𝑡𝑎𝑛(ℎ0)
+

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛽)

𝑡𝑎𝑛(𝛽)
)    (2) 

 

 



 

 

 

Figure 3.16. Interrow spacing diagram 

It can be observed that the distance between the rows depends on the variation of 
the sun's altitude during the day and the year. In turn, the solar elevation angle depends 
on the declination angle 𝛿, the latitude φ, the hour angle ω. According to [68], it can be 
calculated for a given latitude and a given day and hour as follows: 

𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛼𝑠)  =  𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜑) ∗ 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝛿) +  𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜑) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝛿) ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝜔)      (3) 

By combining the two formulas, (2) and (3), and knowing the physical dimensions 
of the panel, it is possible to calculate the distance between the rows at the winter solstice.   

  

Figure 3.17. Values of interrow spacing and tilt angle for panels located in longitudes of la guajira. 



 

Figure 3.17 shows the value of the interrow spacing [m] to be assumed as a 
function of the tilt angle [°]. In this case, the reference tilt angle is 13.3°, according to [67] 
and the inter row spacing is 3.62 m. This interrow spacing is the same d found in equation 
(2) and Figure 3.16. At this point, knowing the row spacing d and the physical dimension 
L of the panel (1.3 m), it is possible to obtain the reduction coefficient for flat surfaces 
(originally roofs), named Coverage Index Coefficient, CCOV, calculated as: 

𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑉 = 𝐿 / d      (4) 

 The resulting coverage index coefficient is 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑉 = 0.3591. The following 
parameter is the CAPV, defined as an overall corrective coefficient. Since the fraction 
intended for general services is set at 15%, the overall coefficient is equal to CAPV=0.85. 
Now it’s possible to calculate the Annual Electricity Production (PV AEP), which can be 

estimated as follows [69]: 

𝐴𝐸𝑃 = 𝐻𝐺 ∗ 𝑆𝑃𝑉 ∗ 𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 ∗ 𝑃𝑅     (5) 

In (5), the 𝐻𝐺 stands for the Global Radiation, measured in [kWh/m2]. The factor 
𝑆𝑃𝑉 stands for the total available area, measured in [m2]. Finally, the expression 𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 is 
the efficiency of the PV module at standard test conditions, and 𝑃𝑅 represents the ratio 
of the final system yield to the reference yield, comparing the energy that is generated 
with the amount of energy produced under the same irradiation but under ideal no-loss 
conditions.  

The only parameter missing to calculate PV AEP is the Performance Ratio. The 
Performance Ratio, in this study, considers both Physical (shading or differences with 
STC) and electrical (cable losses, AC-DC conversion) phenomena and it can be 
calculated considering different loss factors, described as follows [69]: 

𝑃𝑅 = 𝜂𝑚𝑖𝑠 ∗ 𝜂𝑑−𝑟 ∗ 𝜂𝑤𝑖𝑟 ∗ 𝜂𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 ∗ 𝜂𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑 ∗ 𝜂𝐶𝑃𝑈   (6) 

▪ 𝜂𝑚𝑖𝑠: tolerance with respect to STC data and mismatch of module current-voltage 
characteristics; Value of 0.97 [69] 

▪ 𝜂𝑑−𝑟: dirt and reflection of the front glass. Value of 0.976 [70][71]; 
▪ 𝜂𝑤𝑖𝑟: cable losses. Value of 0.994 [72]; 
▪ 𝜂𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝: over temperature compared to STC. Value of 0.89 [16]; 
▪ 𝜂𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑑: shading losses. Value of 0.98 [73]; 
▪ 𝜂𝐶𝑃𝑈: MPP tracker and DC-AC conversion losses. Value of 0.98 [74]; 

Considering the efficiency of the module and the value of the performance ratio 
PR, the overall efficiency of the system for converting solar energy into electricity is 
obtained as follows: 



 

𝜂𝑆𝑌𝑆𝑇 = 𝜂𝑆𝑇𝐶 ∗𝑃𝑅 = 16.8%     (7) 

 The AEP is now calculated using the field calculator from QGIS, following (5). 
Every pixel from the yearly mean global radiation vector grid was multiplied to the 
respective area of the resolution cell containing this radiation value. Then, 𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑉, the area 
coefficient considering the interrow spacing was included, together with the overall 
system efficiency. The resulting PV AEP vector grid can be seen in Section 4.6, together 
with all the results from this section. 

  



 

4. Results 
 In this section, all the results from geographic, theoretical, and technical potential 
will be organized, with onshore wind first and solar PV second.  

4.1. Onshore Wind Theoretical-Technical Potential 

Upon completion of the procedure in Section 3.3.2, the results are the resource 
grids for Annual Energy Production. This is a file that can only be accessed on WAsP, 
which is a great disadvantage because it is licensed software. Hence, the output raster 
was submitted to a vectorization process.  

The ASCII file was imported into QGIS as a raster file, and as a first step, a grid 
vector layer was created from the processing options. This grid has the same 750m 
dimension as the WASP raster file. The second step is to create centroids on every 
square of the recently created vector grid. Thirdly, another processing function will sample 
the value of every raster pixel for the recently created centroids.  

Every single centroid now has copied within itself the value of the raster pixel that 
was in a layer beneath it. The last step is to open the initial vector grid’s properties to join 

the sampled value in the centroids. The reason for this long process is that QGIS doesn’t 

allow geometries like squares to be sampled from raster’s, only from point geometries 
like centroids. 

Lastly, it is recommended to export as a new vector file the recently joined grid to 
make the process permanent. The same process was done for all three outputs from 
WAsP. Since only onshore projects are carried out, an extra clipping step was made so 
that the resource only fits in the land area. 

The raster resource grid from WAsP and the Vector grid from QGIS for Annual 
Energy Production can be seen in Figures 4.1 and 4.2, respectively. The raster and vector 
resource grids for Power Density can be seen in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 
Likewise, the raster and vector resource grids for Mean Wind Speed can be seen in 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 4.1. WASP spatial view of the resource grid for Annual Energy Production 

 
Figure 4.2. QGIS Vectorized resource grid for Annual Energy Production 



 

 
Figure 4.3. WASP spatial view of the resource grid for Power Density. 

 
Figure 4.4. QGIS Vectorized resource grid for Power Density. 



 

 
Figure 4.5. WASP spatial view of the resource grid for Mean Wind Speed. 

 
Figure 4.6. QGIS Vectorized resource grid for Mean Wind Speed. 



 

4.2. Onshore Wind Geographic Potential 

 After following all procedures in Section 3.2, the available area for onshore wind 
technology is obtained. In Figure 4.7, La Guajira is represented as a gray polygon to help 
visualize better the areas that were restricted and removed from the total area while 
following the methodology. In light blue, and full of missing sections, is the available area, 
or geographic potential, for La Guajira. 

 
Figure 4.7. Available Area for Onshore Wind Technology 

  The total area calculated by QGIS, the plugin Area Ratio, and the value of the blue 
multipolygon geometry for available area, are all shown in Table 4.1. In the end, 52.1% of the 
department’s land will be considered for the following technical potential estimation. 

 
Table 4.1. Guajira Total Area and Available Area for Onshore Wind 

 
 



 

4.3. Onshore Wind Technical Potential 
The first result of onshore wind technical potential is the vector resource grid on 

the available area for wind projects and filtered only to cells that have a minimum 4 
diameters of wind turbine safety distance. These assumptions can be understood better 
with Section 3.3.3 and with Figure 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.8. Filtered Annual Energy Production in Available Area for Onshore Wind 

 Moreover, a summarizing table for onshore wind was made. Here is displayed 
the most important information to better understand the results. This can be seen in 
Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2. Summarizing table for results of technical estimation for onshore wind 
 
 
 

Total Available Area 

[km2]

Installed Capacity 

[GW]

Total Annual Energy 

Production 

[GWh/year]

Number of available 

cells (Generators)

9'460 81.79 399'820 18'176



 

4.4. PV solar Theoretical Potential 

The solar PV theoretical result was obtained after running the GRASS and 
P&QGIS processing function “r.sun.insoltime” 365 times, changing the day parameter 
(and thus sun position). Subsequently, another processing function for raster layers called 
Cell Statistics was applied to all the “Global radiation” raster layers, carrying pixel wise 

operations, like the average. The resulting averaged global radiation raster file can be 
seen in Figure 4.9. 

 
Figure 4.9. Yearly Mean Global Radiation raster file 

This raster file layer, with pixel size 200mx200m, underwent the same vectorization 
process as the one described in Section 4.1, for the onshore wind resource grids. The 
resulting vector grid for global radiation can be seen in Figure 4.10.  

 



 

 
Figure 4.10. Yearly mean global radiation vector grid for La Guajira (scale) 

 There is an important change in resolution when comparing the theoretical 
potential vector resource grids from onshore wind and solar PV. The main reason for this 
difference is that solar panels don't need such safety distances between them, as the 
energy flux flows mostly vertically, directly to the panel. Instead of 750x750m resolution 
cells for wind, in this case cells have a smaller size of 200x200m. This almost quadrupled 
the number of cells, increasing the computational load for the estimation process. 

  



 

4.5. PV solar Geographic Potential 

 After following all procedures in Section 3.2, the available area for Solar PV 
technology is obtained. In Figure 4.11, La Guajira is represented as a gray polygon to 
help visualize better the areas that were restricted and removed from the total area while 
following the methodology. In bright orange, and with many holes and missing sections, 
is the available area, or geographic potential, for La Guajira. 

 
Figure 4.11. Available Area for Solar Photovoltaic Technology 

  In Table 4.3, can be seen the total area calculated by QGIS, plugin Area Ratio, as well as 
the value of the orange multipolygon geometry for available area. In the end, 51% of the 
department’s land will be considered for the following technical potential estimation. 

 
Table 4.3. Guajira Total Area and Available Area for solar PV 



 

4.6. PV solar Technical Potential 
 The first result of solar photovoltaic’ s technical potential is the vectorized Yearly 
Mean Global Radiation, constrained by the geographical potential, and filtered by a 
condition of minimum cell area, like in Section 4.1. This vector layer can be seen in Figure 
4.12. 

 
Figure 4.12. Yearly Mean Global Radiation vector grid with cell areas at least 30 m2. 

 Furthermore, an annual Electricity Production vector layer was made by using the 
Field Calculator. Every 200x200 m cell carried global radiation per unit area data. At our 
disposal is also the total available area of each resolution cell, the coefficient CCOV to 
define the real area occupied by solar panel, respecting interrow spacing, and the system 
efficiency (STC efficiency times the performance ratio). This is all that’s needed to obtain 

pixel-wise Annual Electricity Production. The resulting vector grid for solar PV AEP can 
be seen in Figure 4.13. 

 

Figure 4.13. Annual Electricity Production for solar PV 



 

Even if the whole selected area looks green, the lower AEP values are only in 
smaller cells. The magnitude of AEP depends on the area multiplying the global radiation 
per unit area. This is a normal behaviour that happens because of the resolution chosen. 
A pixel level close-up was made for visualizing the other colors in the legend. This can be 
seen in Figure 4.14. 

 
Figure 4.13. Pixel level close-up in the PV Annual Electricity Production vector grid. 

Finally, a summarizing table for onshore wind was made. Here are displayed the 
most important information to better understand the results, for example the final available 
area, final total installed capacity, and annual electricity production. This can be seen in 
Table 4.4. 

 
Table 4.4. Summarizing table for results of technical estimation for solar photovoltaic  

Total Available Area 

[km2]

Installed Capacity 

[GW]

Total Annual Energy 

Production 

[GWh/year]

Estimated number of 

panels

10'499 790.97 1'738'640 1'216'883'451



 

5. Discussion 
In this section, the results from Section 4 will be brought to comment and discuss, 

but firstly, before discussing them, it’s very important to clarify that these results are 

halfway into representing the actual feasible potential of a region. The complete 

methodology needs to include economic aspects and any other missing criteria to arrive 

at a feasible potential. For example, punctual land use was not considered, as well as 

religiously important land areas to local indigenous communities. Both are examples that 

can easily reduce the availability of land, and thus the final potential itself. 

Following this line of though, during the methodology of obtaining the available area 

for onshore wind and for solar PV the only reference on the Colombian territory was the work 

done in [8]. The available area from this work can be found in Figure 5.1, and on each side 

the geographic potentials, being on the left onshore wind, and in the right solar PV. Via a 

simple visual comparison, the similarity level is very high. Unfortunately, the reference paper 

did not have any statistics on the available area, so without contacting the authors it’s 

impossible to compare other than by observation. The available area for OW and SPV were 

11,252.9km2 and 11,014.6km2, being 52.1% and 51% of the total department area, 

respectively. The main difference was the slope and elevation restricted area that changed 

for both technologies. 

   
Figure 5.1. Comparison between available area from [8] and the results from section 4. 

Furthermore, with respect to the resource grids resulting from WasP some 

observations can be made. The first one being that these files, are not very easy to 

manipulate, especially if you don’t use a GIS software like QGIS. Aside from that, they are a 



 

great source of information. For example, regarding the Mean Speed raster at a given height 

and comparing it to other downloadable information from databases, the one coming from 

WasP has considered terrain analysis done with IBZ model or with Computational Fluid-

dynamics model, user’s choice. Even so, when vectorized, any type of calculations are 

possible, specially using the P&QGIS interface, where vectorized rasters with hundreds of 

thousands of resolution cells can be duplicated, removed, modified or used as input for 

creating more information.  

This is the case of the technical potential of both OW and SPV. The information was 

processed until reaching the tables found in Section 4.3 and Section 4.6. From these results 

can be observed that even if the total available area from onshore wind is roughly a 10% 

smaller than solar PV, the values for installed capacity and AEP differ greatly.  

One Wind turbine occupies for security reasons a certain area, and in this case, 

produces at best, at rated power, 4.5 MW. In this same area, that is around 0.56 km2, and as 

seen in Section 3.4.3, it possible to fit the 36% with panel surface. If that surface is divided 

by the single panel individual area, and multiplied by the nominal power of each panel, the 

difference in installed capacity, AEP and number of generators/panels is explained. 

The electric system of the whole region, and some challenges that appear with it. 

Can the region, with the current state of distribution and transmission network, include all 

the planned onshore wind and solar PV into the national grid? The answer is no. The only 

high tension, 500kV transmission line goes from the marine port Puerto Bolivar to the 

open sky coal mine El Cerrejón. The solution is a, still in the planning phase, new 

transmission line and substation system, also with 500kV, consisting of more than 450 

km of work to be done [65]. This transmission line is planned to be able to connect more 

than 1,000 MW of installed capacity in the north of the country to the rest of it. 

 Regarding other aspect of the network state, it is not clear, and no studies have 

been found on how robust and secure the Guajira electricity network currently is. As seen 

in previous sections, the installed capacity for electricity generation is around 18GW and 

is planning to grow in only 4 years until 32GW, thanks to the inclusion of renewables. It 

would be very interesting for future studies to deepen into the self-sufficiency and self-



 

consumption of the whole region throughout the following years as the installed capacity 

increases at the accelerated rates that the government has proposed. 

Additionally, aspects as network smartness, network flexibility, load management 

or the levels of customer participation have not been mentioned in the literature review 

for this region. The term prosumers is not legalized, but legislation around the incoming 

new sources of energy is something that urges, as the installed capacity and energy 

transition happens.  

6. Conclusion 
The main objective of this thesis is to estimate the technical potential for onshore wind 

and solar PV in a case study region in the north of Colombia using QGIS software together 

with wind energy modeling software WasP. In Section 1, the introduction, the context is 

completely explained, including the basics to understand how wind and solar energy are 

useful to actual society. 

The application of GIS-based methodologies enables a more informed and data-

driven approach to identifying suitable sites for wind and solar energy projects, aiding in 

the sustainable and efficient utilization of the region's renewable resources. One of the 

reasons that wind and solar energy projects are being built is to minimize greenhouse 

gas emissions and thereby battle climate change. Renewable energy projects, on the 

other hand, can have environmental consequences, and mitigating them begins with the 

placement of the project. 

During this investigation, it has been evidenced that onshore wind and solar 

photovoltaic have the biggest potential in the study region and in the whole country. 

Likewise, it has also been evidenced that extremely slow progress has been made in the 

past 17 years in Colombia, since the date when the only working wind plant came to be. 

The second wind farm has recently been finished; however, it is not done with the testing 

necessary to connect it to the national grid. The solar PV situation is similar; despite 

having one of the highest mean solar radiations per square meter values in the country, 

not a single utility scale plant has been built in the region.  



 

This behavior results from various causes: firstly, although La Guajira is rich in clean 

energy, it is also rich in the “dirtiest” energy source, coal. Around four decades ago, the 

open-sky carbon extraction plant Cerrejón started operation, and since then, has fed an 

important part of Colombia’s total energy supply and export matrix. The only railroad in 

La Guajira goes from the carbon mine until a seaport in the north of the region called 

“Puerto Bolivar”, followed of course by roads, light posts, and an electric distribution 

system, which is not the average situation in the department, characterized by a lack of 

infrastructure and government presence. 

One of the most essential conclusions is that without political will and the active and 

honest engagement of all parties involved, no change or development will occur soon, 

even with the best investigations and discoveries. Recently, the biggest wind farm under 

construction came to a halt [], because the government and communities do not follow 

effective, integral communication. This situation has prompted the president to declare a 

social and economic emergency in the region, a situation might affect the perception of 

foreign companies and investors who have already planned to construct onshore wind 

and photovoltaic solar power plants in the region over the next few years. This capital and 

knowledge from the international community are crucial for Colombia's renewable energy 

sector at its current stage of development.   

Aside from the previous situation, Colombia being able to extract the vast renewable 

potential in its territory is a huge step towards the goal the country pledged to the 

international community in 2020 [61] to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases by 51% 

by 2030. All these pledges and plans must be accompanied by a more robust regulatory 

framework to, firstly, encourage investment and knowledge to stay in the region and, 

secondly, strengthen the energy matrix and the network's smartness.  

From the onshore wind potential estimation methodology can be concluded that the 

turbine selection has an inmense impact in the final output. If for example, a bigger 10MW 

rated power turbine was chosen instead of the actual, with a higher hub height and 

following the same exact same steps, the output technical potential would be much 

higher. So, it’s crucial to remember that the results found with the Nordex N149 serve as 



 

a reference for similar configurations and that might not be optimal. The resolution of the 

WAsP resource grid greatly determines the result. 

7. Recommendations  

By addressing the barriers and leveraging the opportunities, Guajira can unlock its 

significant renewable energy potential. This requires the continued support of favorable 

legislation, comprehensive environmental assessments, and strategic infrastructure 

planning to foster sustainable development, protect the environment, and benefit local 

communities.  

One of the most important recommendations for this project is that, if interested in 

continuing with the potential's top-down approach, the economic and feasibility criteria 

must be included to reach the most realistic potential and thus, useful to interested parties. 

This methodology can also be replicated and modified for other regions of the world. And 

as long as parts of the methodology are converted into scripts or QGIS models, whole 

projects that take months can start to take only weeks, thanks to the automation of many 

processing and geoprocessing steps. 

Lastly, the inclusion of other sources of renewable energy is also encouraged. 

Offshore wind, Tidal, wave energy, geothermal energy, can all be seen through the GIS 

eyes, and modelled to estimate potential or directly site select the best places to harvest 

this energy. 
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Appendix 

A. Distance-restrictive criteria buffers layers 
Airports (3000m): 

 
Coastline and boundaries (200m): 

 



 

Hospital (3000m): 

 
Military (3000m): 

 



 

Mines (200m): 

 
Transmission Power Lines (100m): 

 



 

Power Towers (100m): 

 
Protected Areas (2000m): 

 



 

Railways: 

 
Rivers (1500m) 

 



 

Streams (500m): 

 
Rural Areas (500m): 

 



 

Roads (100m): 

 

 
 



 

Urban Areas (2000m): 

 
Water bodies (150m): 

 



 

B. Captures from different regions in La Guajira, with all the area-
restrictive criteria and their corresponding buffers. 

Riohacha: 

 
Natural Park Sierra Nevada de Santa Marta: 

 



 

Open-sky Coal Mine Cerrejón: 

 
Maicao: 

 



 

Cuestecita Electric Sub-station: 

 
Puerto Bolivar: 

 



 

C. P&QGIS Scripts 
→ Create Aspect and Slope raster layers with only a Digital Elevation Model raster layer 
def AspAndSlo(): 

     

    dir='C:/any/location/preferably/where/DEM/is' 

     

    #WE CREATE VARIABLES FOR EACH FILE'S LOCATION 

    elevationRaster=dir+'/DEM.tif' 

    #elevationRaster=folder+'Elevation.tif' 

    #The name we put here will be the name of the file 

    aspectRasterOUT=dir+'/AspectDEMM.tif'  

    slopeRasterOUT=dir+'/SlopeDEMM.tif'  

 

    #ASPECT: 

    processing.run("gdal:aspect",{\ 

    'INPUT':elevationRaster,\ 

    'BAND':1,\ 

    'TRIG_ANGLE':False,\ 

    'ZERO_FLAT':False,\ 

    'COMPUTE_EDGES':False,\ 

    'ZEVENBERGEN':False,\ 

    'OPTIONS':'',\ 

    'EXTRA':'',\ 

    'OUTPUT':aspectRasterOUT\ 

    }) 

 

    #SLOPE: 

    processing.run("gdal:slope",{\ 

    'INPUT':elevationRaster,\ 

    'BAND':1,'SCALE':1,\ 

    'AS_PERCENT':False,\ 

    'COMPUTE_EDGES':False,\ 

    'ZEVENBERGEN':False,\ 

    'OPTIONS':'',\ 

    'EXTRA':'',\ 

    'OUTPUT':slopeRasterOUT\ 

    }) 

   

 

    #Insert the created files in the QGIS environment 

    iface.addRasterLayer(slopeRasterOUT) 

    iface.addRasterLayer(aspectRasterOUT) 

 

AspAndSlo() 

→ Create global radiation [Wh/m2] and Insolation time [h] raster layers for every day of the year  



 

import processing 

def insol(): 

    numdays = 365  

    # Iterate over each day and run r.sun.insoltime 

    for day in range(1, numdays+1): 

        # Set the parameters for r.sun.insoltime 

        dir='C:/Users/josep/Desktop/RunInsolationTime' 

        elevationRaster = dir+'/DEM.tif' 

        aspectt = dir+'/AspectDEM.tif' 

        slopee = dir+'/SlopeDEM.tif' 

        timeinsolOUT = dir+'/Insol /Insol_' + str(day) + '.tif' 

        globradOUT = dir+'/GlobRad/GlobRad_' + str(day) + '.tif' 

 

        dia = day 

        print("\n") 

        print("It's day number %d" % day) 

        parameters = { 

            'elevation': elevationRaster, 

            'aspect': aspectt, 'aspect_value': 270, 

            'slope': slopee, 'slope_value': 0,  

            'linke': None, 

            'albedo': None, 'albedo_value': 0.35, 

            'lat': None, 'long': None, 

            'coeff_bh': None, 'coeff_dh': None, 

            'horizon_basemap': None, 

            'horizon_step': None, 

            'day': dia, 'step': 0.5, 'declination': None, 

            'distance_step': 1, 'npartitions': 1, 'civil_time': None, 

            '-p': False, '-m': False, 

            'insol_time': timeinsolOUT, 

            'glob_rad': globradOUT, 

            'GRASS_REGION_PARAMETER': '-8204085.058200000,-

7895730.068700000,1159811.999800000,1467653.027200000 [EPSG:3857]', 

            'GRASS_REGION_CELLSIZE_PARAMETER': 0, 

            'GRASS_RASTER_FORMAT_OPT': '', 

            'GRASS_RASTER_FORMAT_META': '' 

        } 

        print("Now running the algorithm") 

        # Run the r.sun.insoltime algorithm 

        processing.run("grass7:r.sun.insoltime", parameters) 

        print("\n End of iteration number %d: " % dia) 

         

insol() 

 
→ Add all the values in a specific attribute table column (field): 



 

print("\n") 

print("Feature List:")  

def fields(): 

    titulos=list(iface.activeLayer().fields())  

    x=0 

    for i in titulos: 

        print((x+1),". "+i.name()) 

        x=x+1 

fields() 

 

NumTuple = QInputDialog.getInt(None, "Feature Number", "From what feature do you 

want the total sum? (Enter the feature number)") 

numFeat=NumTuple[0]     #utiliza el primer objeto de la lista, que es el numero 

 

totalSum=0 

#I do a list of all the features in the column  

features=list(iface.activeLayer().getFeatures()) 

 

#The following while is to create a list of all the values in the column 

#numFeat. It is done before because it is used in the next if. 

y=0 

while y < len(features): 

    feature=features[y] 

    y=y+1 

y=0 

 

if type(feature[numFeat-1]) == int or type(feature[numFeat-1]) == float:  

    print("\n") 

    print("Following are all the numbers in the column, feature # %d:"%(numFeat)) 

    while y < len(features): 

        if feature[numFeat-1] == None: 

            print("  %d.%d:  Null"%(numFeat,y+1)) 

        else: 

            totalSum=totalSum+float(feature[numFeat-1]) 

            print("  %d.%d:  %.1f" %(numFeat, y+1,feature[numFeat-1])) 

        y=y+1 

    print("\n") 

    print("Total Sum is: %.2f"%(totalSum)) 

else: 

    print("\n") 

    print("This is not a number and cannot be added.") 

 
 



 

D. Other Screenshots: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 


